
We are Human Angels

Wisdom Pills to go 

Your daily dose of Angelic Wisdom

Short instruction

Know that your inner wisdom is always there for you. 

Be in the NOW, close your eyes and choose your Wisdom Pill.

Read it, repeat it and internalize it within your heart. 

Take it with you or put it where it can always be seen. 

Touch it, feel it, for as long as you want. 

Briefly reflect before you say goodbye to your Wisdom Pill. 

These words will work at many levels in your daily life.

Manual:

The "Wisdom Pills to go" are taken from the motivational and inspirational book "365 

Wisdom Pills" written by Human Angels.

The authors have been inspired by their loved Angels to write a book that contains 365 

simple, yet profound Wisdom Pills with the purpose of giving faith, support and instant help 

for the  spiritual growth of every human being. 

A collection of 72 of these Wisdom Pills is now available as "Wisdom Pills to go" that you 

can always take with you.

The journey towards the Consciousness that we are all One is sometimes difficult with pitfalls

created by our egos to keep us glued to our old beliefs.

During this journey, you might sometimes feel lost and lonely, searching for help and

inspiration. In this case, “Wisdom Pills to go” is the remedy that, providing you with a daily

dose of angelic wisdom, will strengthen you and jump-start your healing process.



The “Wisdom Pills to go” also have positive and long-lasting effects on your spiritual health 

and self-worth, making you able to heal yourself from the emotional wounds that have caused

you to suffer in your life.

Please read all of the following leaflet carefully, before you start taking the Wisdom Pills.

Wisdom Pills Leaflet

The Wisdom Pills are recommended to start the healing process, from small to large 

emotional wounds and to reawaken the highest potential of every human being: their Divine 

Nature, the inner Human Angel that is waiting to be activated by the bright light of 

Consciousness. Their positive effects are immediate and evident.

1. What Wisdom Pills are

The "Wisdom Pills to go" contain the active substance called "Soul Consciousness". This 

substance works directly on the soul to help you feel more self-confident, relaxed and joyful.

2. How "Wisdom Pills to go" work

The Wisdom Pills act on those parts of yourself (suffering from the past, illusion of fear and 

self-destructive feelings) that need to be brought into balance. You are permitted to share 

these Pills with others if their "symptoms" are the same as yours.

3. What the "Wisdom Pills to go" are used for

You have chosen to take the Wisdom Pills in order to heal your life and achieve a brighter 

state of Angelic Wisdom. “Wisdom Pills to go” will give you a new, enlightened perspective 

on your entire life.

4. How to take the Wisdom Pills

You can read, feel and touch as many pills as you like from the beginning of the treatment, 

although it is recommended that you start with just a few pills a day to enable the active 

substance contained within the medicine to have the full effect on your soul.



5. Possible side effects

The "Wisdom Pills to go" also have a positive effect on the heart, opening it up to greater love

and compassion, due to the restorative action of forgiveness.

6. Warnings and Precautions

If you take more Wisdom Pills than is recommended

There are absolutely no risks or contraindications if you take too many pills per day with you.

If you forget to take "Wisdom Pills to go" 

Do not worry: the positive effects of Wisdom Pills are long lasting, and you will be able to 

recall, from memory, the previous pills that you have already taken, because their effect has 

no end.

7. How to store "Wisdom Pills to go"

Always Keep Wisdom Pills with you. They consist of elegant thin pads made of wood and 

engraved by laser. They were entirely designed and made in Austria. The Wisdom Pills to go 

are also an inspired and inspirational gift for your loved ones and your special friends.

Visit us on the web:

http://tiny.cc/MantrasToGo

http://wearehumanangels.com/

http://www.facebook.com/pages/We-Are-Human-Angels

https://twitter.com/human_angels

http://www.husig.at

http://www.bamacher.com


